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next nursing. Extra water need be given him only if he wants it.
It is well, at regular times, to give him the opportunity to take
it; but if he refuses it, there is certainly nothing to worry about.
Mothers often anxiously report the fact that their babies "will
not take water." Tf they will not, it is simply that they do not
need it. We must remember that baby's diet is 87 per cent water,
anyway, and that usually he gets sufficient fluids on his regular
feeding program.
Baby's Clothing. Baby's clothing, at this age, still remains
very simple. In warm weather a diaper and shirt or vest are
usually all sufficient, with perhaps an added garment and stock-
ings in the cooler part of the clay. While his hands should be
free during waking hours, it will still be well for him to sleep
in his little sleeveless dress or "sleeping bag." This keeps hands
and arms protected, and prevents thumb sucking. When it is
warm, the sleeveless dress may make it unnecessary for him to
wear a shirt. Care should be taken that he is sufficiently warm,
but he should not be covered to the extent that he is at all moist
with perspiration.
Baby's Interests, Baby will not sleep all the time now, but
will, in addition to his twelve hours at night, usually take two
or three daily naps. During his waking hours he should be kept
quiet—not jumped and incessantly played with and talked to.
He may spend many a happy hour by himself in his basket or
carriage on the porch or under the trees or in a light, airy room
where he can see something of what is going on about him, per-
haps playing with his fingers or cooing to himself. He will need
little more in the way of attention than he did when he spent
most of his time asleep. As he grows older, he will notice more
of his surroundings. Dancing leaves, songs of birds, beams of
sunshine, will interest him, or a bit of color in the way of a
ribbon or ball or string of large beads will attract his attention
and interest. His hands, for a time, will be the most interesting
things, and soon his feet and his toes will come in for their share
of attention. Soon after three months he will begin to reach for
things extended to him. He will reach for the plaything hung
attractively near; he will hang tightly to his rattle, and be
amused by its sound. An extra pillow at his back will permit

